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HERITAGE, FAMILY VALUES, TRUST, INTEGRITY, INNOVATION

Jörger is as old as the modern bathroom itself. For more than 110 years, the 4th gene-
ration family company has been investing all its passion into creating an individual and 
holistic experience in a harmonious bathroom. With the dedication towards design, its 
authentic high level of quality and technical perfection, an exclusive design unfolds for 
eternity.

The name Jörger stands for coordinated design, in which form and function mould 
harmoniously and release the highest level of aesthetic style. Outstanding bathroom 
design and sustainable, manual production in Germany; characterize the highest stan-
dards among all Jörger products.

see more under https://www.joerger.de/us

JÖRGER DESIGN - authentic and exquisite designs in perfection

At the end of the 60‘s, Gerhard E. Jörger established the unique Jörger design, setting 
international standard in the masterful combination of tradition and innovation. Aes-
thetic sources of inspiration have served every generation of the family company in the 
design of complete suite of faucets and accessories: the beauty of nature, extraordinary 
architecture and the harmony of geometric forms.

As designer, Oliver Jörger has been carrying the timeless design forward for over 20 
years and has defined the modern, straight-lined style on the basis of traditional design 
ideals. He continues the unique company design with creative passion.

CRAFTMANSHIP – Highest quality for exceptional demands

From the beginning, the Jörger family has focused its work on creating a harmonious 
oasis of well-being. The dedication to designing technically precise products used to 
create elegant baths is unmatched.

• All products are authentically crafted in Mannheim/Germany.

• Skilled German artisans make and assemble every piece of these special collec-
tions. There are several generations who have spent their entire career making the 
finest decorative faucets and fixtures.

• Jörger manufacturing technique comprises only the finest components, e.g. gold 
plating uses the same techniques employed by jewelery makers.

• Flühs ceramic cartridges, coupled with solid brass make up the functional structure 
of the fixtures and faucets.

• Crystal handles are from Bavaria

• Finest porcelain handles from a company called FÜRSTENBERG.
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FINISHING

Individual design, perfected technology and a robust surface define the characteristics 
of a high-quality tap or accessories and ensure that it does not lose its attractiveness 
and functionality even after years of use.
In additions to the functions of protection and hygiene, the surface has another very 
important role: The design of the tap or accessories comes to life.

• Coordinated with the classic and modern shapes of the products, JÖRGER offers, in 
addition to chrome, a large variety of surfaces that emphasize the individual style 
and yet offers space for every taste.

• 16 standard finishes available

• all surfaces are unlacquered except bronze, rose-gold and rose-gold matt

• The different surfaces are clearly divided into 10 price groups

• Refining of third-party products is also possible

ROUGH VALVES, etc.

• Standard roughs across all collections 
• Rough valves are in stock and will be shipped within 24 hours.
• Faucets, shower trims, bath accessories will be shipped from our factory in Mann-

heim, Germany to DPDonline.com and then to your showroom. 
• Please allow 10-12 weeks for delivery.  

DESIGN STYLES – from Modern to Avant-Garde

The harmoniously coordinated faucets and accessories convey a very special wellness 
experience. JÖRGER wants to anchor sensory experiences in the emotional and percep-
tual world with the consumer and make a real contribution to the daily quality of life
We believe, that this is only possible through the diversity of our different design styles.

 MODERN & MINIMALISTISCH  KLASSISCH & ELEGANT

 LUXUS & AVANTGARDE  ROMANTIK & NOSTALGIE


